
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kQR8ZkuVEE 

Nuclear Event France (02 July 2011) 
Tricastin Fire  
Uploaded by NibiruMagick2012 on Jul 2, 2011  

In the southern French nuclear plant Tricastin it came to French media reports of an 
explosion. On the grounds of the southern French nuclear plant Tricastin, there 
have been media reports in France after a transformer explosion and fire. The fire 
department was able to bring the fire under control in the afternoon, it said on the 
website of the regional newspaper "Dauphine Libere" on Saturday. People were not 
injured. The management of the nuclear power plant north of Marseille on the 
incident itself did not immediately comment. The transformer was part of the 
reactor block 1, which is currently shut down, and was located outside the 
nuclear zone. Residents had reported thick black smoke. The nuclear power plant 
Tricastin with four pressurized water reactors of 915 megawatts each is in 
operation since 1981. 

 
http://enenews.com/fire-from-unit-no-1-transformer-at-french-nuclear-plant-re... 
 
http://www.ledauphine.com/drome/2011/07/02/explosion-et-colonne-de-fumee-a-la... 

http://tekknorg.wordpress.com/2011/07/03/electricite-de-france-fire-in-scandal-atomic-power-
plant-tricastin/ 

 

Électricité de France: Fire in scandal atomic power 
plant Tricastin 
July 3, 2011 by Mikkai  

Here is a photo of Tricastin how it looks RIGHT NOW: http://twitpic.com/5k9xc6 

Censored in the media: Explosion and fire in atomic power 
plant: http://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/technik/0,1518,772028,00.html 



The fire had broken out in the afternoon outside the nuclear zone of the plant. On 
the grounds of the southern French nuclear plant Tricastin on Saturday there was an 
explosion and fire. Residents had reported thick black smoke. 

 

Here is an excerpt of the many scandals and accidents of Electricite de France: 

Uranium solution leaked out from French atomic power plant! – Operator: AREVA 

Again! – Uranium leaked out from French atomic power plant! Operator: AREVA 

100 French workers contaminated! 

EdF’s and AREVA’s 4th accident at Tricastin atomic power plant! 

French atomic power plant: Worker contaminated with radiation – Again 

 

And this is where EdF and AREVA want to build new atomic power plants, 
especially their junk reactor EPR: 

http://www.areva-
np.com/scripts/press/publigen/content/templates/show.asp?P=1016&L=DE 

And [check also] the article of Le Monde diplomatique: 
http://taz.de/1/zukunft/umwelt/artikel/1/akw-mit-3000-sicherheitsmaengel/ 

Jaitapur is a quake area and a natural resort. The EPR reactor has 3000 safety flaws. 

regards, 

 

 

 

 


